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Abstract

Op, and the lessons we learned. It also includes a
quantitative evaluation of the performance enhancement that can be achieved by using it, and a comparative evaluation of Op, Styx, and other popular
network file system protocols.
keywords: Styx, Network File System, Distributed Systems, Grid Services, Internet of
Things

Today, latency is the main limiting factor for distributed systems over the Internet. WANs and wireless networks have achieved high throughput, but
limitations on the speed of light put a strict boundary
on latency. New protocols have to be deployed in order to reduce the effects of latency. At the same time,
legacy systems and applications designed for the original protocols should continue working as transparently as possible, with minimal or no changes. The
present work is centered on network file system protocols used both to control devices and access data
files. These protocols are strongly affected by high
latency. This is the case of Styx, a protocol currently
used by Grid middleware for scientific workflows, supercomputer systems, embedded device controllers,
and ubiquitous computing environments. This paper
describes Op, a new file protocol we implemented to
bridge Styx over high-latency links. The paper provides general guidelines to improve existing protocols,
our experience while developing, deploying and using
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Introduction

Latency has become the main concern for the distributed system research community. Formerly, the
fairly extensive research on distributed file systems
was focused on protocols optimized for poor bandwidth, see for example LBFS [14]. Nowadays, the
main problem is more often latency than bandwidth [13]. WAN bandwidth has been improved dramatically in the last years. On the other hand, latency has not. Even worse, it is unlikely to improve
in the future [13]. For example, in the EU, Internet
connections (e.g., ADSL line or a Wi-Fi hot-spot)
with round trip times of ∼ 120ms for ICMP are not
uncommon. High latency has a huge impact on most
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distributed applications, specially on interactive applications and distributed workflow services.
Network file system protocols are significantly affected when latency increases. Section 10 provides
quantitative measures of this situation. Notice that
network file system protocols are used, besides to access data files, to control devices and provide general services through synthetic file system interfaces.
These interfaces have the form of a file tree, and they
are accessed through the standard file interface. Programs that provide resources are implemented as file
servers. Some of them provide access to a real (disk)
file system. However, most servers are user-level programs that offer a file-based access interface for a
particular device or service.
The 9P and Styx1 protocols are the core of two
OSes, Plan 9 from Bell Labs [15] and Inferno[7], successors of UNIX and pioneers of the network (synthetic) file system technology. These systems have
been ported to a wide range of heterogeneous platforms, from supercomputers like IBM Blue Gene [12]
to small microcontrollers like the Lego Mindstorms
bricks [11]. They are the basis for different system
software for distributed computing environments, for
example, OSes for ubiquitous computing [3, 1] and
grid computing middleware platforms used for scientific workflows like Styx Grid Services (SGS) [5, 4, 6].
Although Styx works great in local area networks, its
design typically results in performing a large number
of distinct RPCs, which is quite undesirable for links
with bad latency.
We realized that none of the file system protocols
used in our environment, including Styx [16], 9P [17],
CIFS [10], NFS [21], and WebDAV [24], is particularly appropriate to support interactive applications
and distributed workflow services based on synthetic
file interfaces through high latency links. This comes
as a big surprise, considering that today there is a real
need for accessing devices (e.g. Internet-of-Things)
and other services (e.g. grid computing services, etc.)
across the Internet some of them (e.g. ubiquitous
computing services) in a highly interactive fashion.
We argue that a new protocol is needed in order
to:
1 Styx

• Improve the performance when latency
increases.
As stated before, most protocols focus on bandwidth. Large file transmissions are limited by bandwidth. On the other
hand, metadata and small file transmissions are
dominated by latency. Resource-intensive and
interactive applications are also limited by latency [13]. For example, storage and computation grids are highly optimized for large file
transfers, but they show poor performance when
accessing small files [22]. Existing file system
protocols perform badly through high latency
links. NFS version 4 is promising in that it
introduces compound operations to address latency [21], but like its predecessors, it is utterly
complex, which makes it hard to use for devices
with scarce memory and processor resources.
• Support for both regular files in disk
and synthesized files (e.g., /proc in Linux
systems). The synthetic file system approach
proved successful for different kinds of distributed systems [7, 15, 3, 12, 11]. In order to
support them, the protocol must take into account several system conventions, data must be
cached carefully, etc. Section 4 further discusses
these issues. Most existing network file system
protocols do not9 work well with devices. For
example, NFS does a poor job of supporting the
access of synthesized files which are used as an
interface for remote devices. On the other hand,
modifications to protocols suited for device access (e.g. Styx) can break such a support. For
example, SGS uses a modified version of Styx
to improve the performance when reading large
seekable files [6]. This modification does not
work for synthetic files, because most of them
are not seekable.
• Enable transparent integration to avoid
modifications to existing applications.
Some authors propose protocol modifications
that break legacy applications. Other authors
propose to add new operations to the existing
API [22]. Therefore, only tailored programs are
able to take advantage of the new protocol. This

is in fact a variant of the 9P protocol.
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implies that all the basic tools (shell, commands, (e.g., does not even need a MMU). Most resources
etc.) have to be adapted to the new API.
in Inferno are exported by means of virtual file systems and are accessible through the network using
We built a new protocol called Op [2] that meets the Styx file system protocol [16]. Therefore, Inferno
these three requirements. Op follows the RPC model is perfect as a basis for letting programs export and
used by Styx [16] and 9P [17], but it is designed to access devices and services in a flexible way for difminimize the number of RPCs needed to perform ferent purposes, such as middleware for distributed
a series of simple and frequent operations. For ex- scientific computing, infrastructure for the Internetample, Op tries to support the retrieval/update of of-Things, and so on.
a (small) file using a single RPC. Doing this while
achieving backwards compatibility for legacy appli- 2.1 Styx
cations as well as being able to access devices with
Inferno uses Styx as its file system protocol. It is simfile-like interfaces has proven to be a tricky job.
We have also implemented a client and a server ple, clean, and effective, and works fine within local
that speak Op. These programs are employed as area networks. However, things change when latency
protocol adapters to transparently interconnect ma- gets worse, and the protocol becomes inappropriate
chines that use Styx as their file system protocol. for interactive usage and distributed workflows. In
This means that most of the existing system and ap- the following, we give a short description of how Styx
plication software, which relies on the standard In- works and discuss its shortcomings with respect to
ferno protocol (Styx), may remain unaware of the bad latency.
Styx is a protocol using synchronous RPCs (called
existence of Op yet can be used over a WAN or any
transactions in the protocol specification). A client
link with bad latency.
The main contribution of this paper is not just the sends requests, or T-messages, and a server answers
protocol we designed, but the lessons learned while by sending replies back, or R-messages. In many
building, deploying and using it; which required sev- cases, the Inferno system is the Styx client, speakeral changes to make it work well. We believe that ing Styx on behalf of application processes that use
our experience can be applied to any other protocol the well-known file interface, i.e., open, read, write,
across networks with bad latency. For example, the create, remove, stat and wstat. On the other hand,
same issues would have to be addressed to achieve there are many Styx servers. Each one provides a
similar functionality in UNIX over NFS or Windows particular service using a (synthesized) file-tree as the
interface.
over CIFS.
Styx includes two important concepts, known reThe next section describes the environment that
we had before developing Op and further illustrates spectively as fids and qids. A fid is a file identifier (a
number) chosen by the client to refer to a particular
our problem.
file in the server’s file tree. A fid may be open or not.
While open, it may be used to read and write the file
it refers to, else it may be used to walk the file hier2 Inferno
archy in the server and, of course, to create, remove,
The Inferno OS can run hosted on many different or open a file for further I/O. A qid is a file identifier
systems as well as on bare hardware. When running (three numbers actually) chosen by the server to idenhosted, for the underlying platform, Inferno and all tify a file. Each file is guaranteed to have a unique qid
the software it runs seem to be just another applica- (within a server). Besides, a qid includes a version
tion. Applications are written in Limbo [8] and com- number, used by the client detect file updates, and a
piled to bytecode. Inferno is efficient (in terms of exe- type field, used by the client (among other things) to
cuting compiled Limbo programs), has a small mem- distinguish between files and directories.
A typical Styx conversation is shown in figure 1.
ory footprint and only few requirements on its own
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a new fid (16 in the figure), which starts as a clone
of the fid mentioned (15 in the figure). Furthermore,
this request walks that new fid to a path relative to
its original position in the server’s file tree. In this
case, fid 16 points to the file /a/b/c within the server
once the walk transaction completes. At this point,
a stat request asks the server for metadata (directory
entry) for the file identified by the fid 16. Finally, the
client issues a clunk request when it no longer wants
to use a particular fid, to let the server forget about
it and release any resource used on its behalf.
The part in the figure below the last dashed line
corresponds to a client reading a file. First, a walk
request defines a new fid (16 again) and points it to
the file of interest, /a/b/c in this case. Now, the
open transaction opens the fid for the mode specified
in the request (not shown). After receiving the reply,
the client issues read requests (and the server replies
with data) for the offsets and number of bytes desired.
Usually, the series of read transactions is completed
by a last one, which is used by the server to inform
the client that there is no more data to be read past
the offset requested; this is the end-of-file indication.
At this point, the client probably closes the file, and
a clunk transaction releases (and closes) the fid.
Figure 1: Styx dialog between a client (left) and a
server (rigth).
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Time flows from the top to the bottom. The client
depicted on the left performs a sequence of file operations or system calls (shown bold) that result in
the Styx conversation shown. For the server, shown
on the right, we show the actions resulting from the
requests.
The part before the first dashed line introduces the
client to the server. An attach transaction permits
the client to define a fid (15 in the figure) that corresponds to the root of the file tree in the server. Most
requests carry a fid to indicate the file involved in the
request. In this case, several of the following requests
mention the fid 15 just defined.
The next part (up to the next dashed line) corresponds to a client accessing the directory entry for file
/a/b/c in the server. The walk transaction proposes

Accessing
Files
Poor-latency Links

through

Using Styx means that multiple RPCs are needed to
retrieve or update a single file. Indeed, the previously
shown dialog is not too different from the one that
might be spoken by better known protocols like NFS
version 3.
The last two parts of figure 1 are a realistic example
corresponding to the execution of ls or lc to list the
contents of a directory. It is not unusual for a client
program that is going to read a file or a directory to
call stat before actually reading the file, for example,
to check the file for access or to retrieve some metadata. Executing the command lc at a (remotely)
mounted directory would make things even worse,
because the shell tries to locate the programs lc, ls,
4

and mc in the current directory2 before searching for
them at /bin, adding at least three more RPCs to
the list.
An interesting case which is particularly affected by
poor latency links is the behavior of programs that
simply try to prevent races. Specifically, to reduce
the probability of races between opens and creations,
the implementation of the create system call in Inferno may issue multiple walk requests before finally
attempting to create the file (other system kernels
acting as clients for FS protocols do the same). This
of course adds more RPCS in the style shown in the
figure, and the overall time needed to perform the
create is greatly increased. This session exemplifies
what we just described3 :

Another possible solution to avoid latency problems would be to send Styx requests concurrently,
without waiting for the replies, and then blocking
the client until all the replies are received. To achieve
this, a client process might spawn multiple child processes, each one using the standard file system calls to
issue a request. The net effect would be that Inferno
would be retrieving all the files concurrently, multiplexing the Styx communications channel. SGS [6]
follows this approach. However, this requires changes
in the applications. In fact there are many cases when
this it not feasible because the task at hand requires
the successful reading and/or writing of one file before proceeding to the next one. Moreover, this does
not work for non seekable files.
A last resort would be to batch requests, as done
; echo hola >/tmp/anewfile
by NFS version 4 [21]. However, this poses the ad<-12- Twalk tag 4 fid 378 newfid 475 nwname 1 0:anewfile
ditional problem of deciding what to batch. In the
-12-> Rerror tag 4 ename file not found
<-12- Twalk tag 4 fid 378 newfid 475 nwname 0
examples shown above a protocol could batch all the
-12-> Rwalk tag 4 nwqid 0
requests to be performed for a single system call, but
<-12- Tcreate tag 4 fid 475 name anewfile perm \%M\% mode 438
-12-> Rcreate tag 4 qid (0000000000000001 0 ) iounit 0
that would not help much. Applications are pro<-12- Twrite tag 4 fid 475 offset 0 count 5 ’hola ’
grammed assuming that file access is cheap, and they
-12-> Rwrite tag 4 count 5
<-12- Tclunk tag 4 fid 475
do not hesitate to issue several system calls just to
-12-> Rclunk tag 4
check out a file for access (as shown) or to close and
re-open files. Even though caching might alleviate
It could be argued that latency is not really a probthis problem, we have to remember that this may
lem, because if a client program wants to read a file
prevent using the protocol to access devices and other
multiple times, it should keep the file descriptor open,
synthesized files.
making it unnecessary to issue most of the message
exchanges shown in the previous page, requiring just
the read requests. However, most programs usually
Accessing Devices through
open a file, read and/or write it, and then close it be- 4
fore proceeding. In many cases, even the same proFile System Protocols
cess would close and then reopen the file and read
it again. The repetitive execution of commands is a There are several important issues that arise when a
typical situation (e.g., shell scripts).
file system protocol is being used to access synthetic
One way to deal with this problem would be to files. We briefly state the most relevant ones here.
perform caching in the client. But this may pose
First, the file server is similar to a device driver,
severe problems for synthetic files if not done with in the way clients interact with it. An interaction
care. For example, consider caching the /proc or may span multiple requests, maybe referring to per/dev file systems in UNIX. How can /dev/cons be client allocated resources. Among other things, this
cached? Can it be done in the same way a program makes it necessary for the protocol to inform the
binary is cached?
server about when the client is using a particular resource. For example, a client might open an audio
device, and then issue multiple write requests to play
audio. The server must know that there is a client

2 By

default in Inferno, dot is before /bin, in the path.
command is executed with the filesystem in debug
mode and the resulting Styx RPCs are printed.
3 The
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playing audio even between requests, when there is
no outstanding request from the client. This may also
be important in order to be able to inform the server
process when an update made by multiple writes has
been completed (e.g., to know when a request is complete and has to be processed).

Op

We wanted a file protocol that, when feasible, used a
single RPC for retrieving (or updating) a file. The intuition behind this is that a protocol along the lines of
HTTP, but with all the additions needed for network
file-like device access, could suffice for our purposes.
Sadly, neither HTTP (nor WebDAV) are reasonable
for use as actual network file system protocols because of their lack of support for protection, file metadata, and some properties needed when used to access
devices and synthetic files. This section describes Op.
The rest of the paper discusses the lessons we learned
(besides those implicit in what was already said in the
previous sections), evaluation and related work.
In Op, the server is a process that provides a hierarchical file system (a file tree) to be accessed by
remote client processes. The server responds to requests to create, remove, retrieve, and update file
data and metadata. The client sends T-messages carrying requests. The server responds with R-messages
carrying replies back to the client. The combination
of sending (receiving) a request and receiving (sending) a reply is called an RPC, but in some cases, a
single request may imply multiple replies. There can
be a single client or multiple clients sharing the same
connection, but all of the clients operate on behalf of
the same user. It is assumed that the communication
link preserves the order of messages sent through it.
Op messages are shown in figure 2. They are encoded using the same conventions of Styx [16]. Each
message starts with a size field specifying the size of
the entire message. Next comes a byte stating the
message type. A tag field is used to refer to outstanding requests and to match replies to requests.
The rest of the message depends on the type. In
the figure, the number of bytes in a field is given in
square brackets after the field name. The notation
parameter [n] represents a variable-length parameter,
encoded as n[2] followed by n bytes of data. In a similar fashion, the notation parameter [name] is used if
the length of the parameter is present somewhere else
or is not 2 with name being the name of the fixed
size parameter encoding the length. The notation
string[s] is shorthand for s[2] followed by s bytes of
UTF-8 text. Details not described here are the same

In some cases, devices use file descriptors to multiplex connections using the same file for multiple
clients. This is done typically in clone device files.
A clone file allocates a new resource (usually creating a new file) each time a client opens it. The
descriptor obtained from the open request is used by
the server to identify the client.
Caching and deferred writing must be done with
extreme care, if at all. For example, caching a device
similar to /proc in Linux might be unwise because it
represents a living entity (at least the process table)
and may change even while no external operation is
being done to it. Also, writing to a server device file
might cause a side effect, like drawing graphics on the
screen or reproducing audio. Those effects would be
delayed if the client uses delayed writes as part of its
caching implementation, and users would notice.
Deferring operations is also an issue because of error reporting. For example, a write may be used to
issue a control request to a device (similar to UNIX’s
ioctls). If the request fails, the server would report
the error by replying with an error indication to the
write RPC. The client system would report the error to the application at that point. Thus, if multiple write requests are batched or deferred, the client
could remain unaware of a failed request, for a period of time, hence might proceed to issue further
ones assuming that the request did work.
An extreme case would be to employ sessionsemantics. In this case, no request would reach the
server before the close of the file. In systems like
Inferno, that use garbage collection to collect file descriptors (and do not even have a close system call)
this would pose severe problems for accessing remote
devices. Even in systems like UNIX, reporting errors
on close is unwise, because many applications check
the error status for write calls but forget to check if
close reported any error.
6

size[4] Rerror tag[2] ename[s]
size[4] Tattach tag[2] uname[s] path[s]
size[4] Rattach tag[2]
size[4] Tput tag[2] path[s] fd [2] mode[2] stat [n] offset [8] count [4] data[count]
size[4] Rput tag[2] fd [2] count [4] qid [13] mtime[4]
size[4] Tget tag[2] path[s] fd [2] mode[2] nmsgs[2] offset [8] count [4]
size[4] Rget tag[2] fd [2] mode[2] stat [n] count [4] data[count]
size[4] Tremove tag[2] path[s]
size[4] Rremove tag[2]
size[4] Tflush tag[2] oldtag[2]
size[4] Rflush tag[2]

Figure 2: Messages in the current version of Op.
as in Styx, in particular, file metadata is exactly the
same as the one used by Styx.

the error. Each request is considered to be atomic
with respect to its execution in the server. There
The attach request introduces the user to the is an implementation-specific limit on the amount of
server. It corresponds to a mount system call. Au- data that may be sent in Op in a single request or
thentication must take place prior to this transaction. reply, but note that the get transaction permits the
Indeed, authentication is left out of the protocol. Be- server to send multiple reply messages for a single
fore speaking Op, a client and a server may use the request (this will be discussed in more detail in the
communication channel to mutually authenticate and sequel).
also to encrypt the channel for further communication. We are using Inferno authentication and en- 5.1 File Names and Descriptors
cryption mechanisms for that purpose.
Most T-messages request that an operation be made
Files can be created (and directories) and their for a file. Usually, the file is identified by the path
contents (and metadata) updated by means of put field of the T-message. The path file contains a string
requests. They can be removed by means of remove with a file name or path (rooted at the server’s root
requests. File contents (and their metadata) may be directory). For example, /a/b means the file b inside
obtained by means of get requests. The flush request the directory a inside the root of the server’s file tree.
is meant to abort a previous, outstanding, request.
In addition to the path field, both Tput and Tget
It is used to abort ongoing RPCs.
may identify the file using the fd field, which contains
Each T-message has a tag field, chosen and used a small integer that represents a file descriptor for
by the client to identify the message. The reply (or the file. This descriptor is to be considered a cache
replies) to the message has the same tag. A reply for identifier for the path mentioned in the request. In
a T-message is either an appropriate R-message or other words, when a valid descriptor is sent in a Tget
Rerror, indicating that the request failed. In the lat- (or a Tput) the server ignores the path and uses fd
ter case, the ename field contains a string describing to identify the file to be used for the operation. If
7

the fd is invalid, the file server uses path instead. 5.2 The Put Transaction
The special value NOFD makes this field void and
The Tput request asks the server to update the file
represents a null descriptor.
identified by either fd or path in the message, perhaps
The role of file descriptors is to let the server know also creating the file.
whether there are any clients using a particular reFigure 2 shows the fields of the Op transactions.
source, without requiring open or close RPCs. This The mode field can carry several bits (besides the
is critical for exporting devices because a high-level OMORE bit described in the previous section) that
request may require multiple Tput or Tget requests determine what has to be put:
at the level of the protocol, in which case the device has to know when the request has completed
• ODATA: A Tput with this bit set updates file
(by identifying the last message in the request).
data in the server, placing in the file at position
offset, the number count of bytes sent in the data
File descriptors are allocated by the server upon
field. When this bit is not set, count is zero and
request. More specifically, a client may specify in a
the message does not carry any data. But note
Tget or Tput request that more requests of the same
that it is legal to specify ODATA and use zero
type will follow, by setting the OMORE bit in the
as count to issue a write of zero bytes (which is
mode field of the request. The server then allocates
sometimes used by some devices as a signaling
a valid (unique) descriptor and sends it back to the
mechanism).
client in the R-message so that it can be used in the
subsequent requests for that file. When the client
• OSTAT : A Tput with this bit set updates file
issues the last request (or the server the last reply)
metadada, as indicated by the stat field (using
the descriptor is deallocated and NOFD is sent as fd
the same format used by Styx). Only metadata
in the reply. Note that even though the client must
fields not set to null values are honored, as in
issue one last request to cause the descriptor to be
Styx. A Tput request without this bit set in the
deallocated, this can be done once the application is
mode field does not send the stat field through
done with the file so that this round-trip-time is never
the
communication channel.
experienced by it (or the user).
This allocation of descriptors by the server in response to Tput or Tget requests permits doing an
implicit open system call on a file in the first request
of a series, and an implicit deallocation in the last
one, without requiring extra RPCs for open or close
system calls. Furthermore, because the file path is
still sent in requests using descriptors, a server that
crashed and restarted may easily recover a lost descriptor. It would allocate a new one for the given
path and reply with the new descriptor. The client
would use the new one in further requests for the file.
That is to say that, as far as the protocol is concerned, it is easy to make servers behave as if they
were stateless (even though they do have state). The
loss of a file descriptor means that any ongoing request on that descriptor is finished (be it performed
or aborted) but this is of course what happens when a
server crashes and recovers; all its file descriptors are
lost. Thus, semantics are reasonable for applications.

• OCREATE : A Tput request with this bit set
creates the file if it does not exist, and truncates
it to zero bytes otherwise. The write offset is still
obeyed even when OCREATE is specified, for
messages that also specify ODATA. Also, note
that using a single request to mean both creation
and truncation removes the usual race between
open with truncation and creation. Addressing
this race in Inferno using Styx required several
RPCs just to reduce the race window.
The reply message, Rput, returns the number of
bytes written to the file, and it is considered an error for the user when they are less than the number
indicated in the count field of the Tput request. Although an Rerror message may be returned instead,
in case of errors, to report the error and its cause.
To help clients caching file contents, an Rput reports
both a file qid and mtime back to the client. The
8

• ODATA: When this bit is set, the server is being asked to reply with at most nmsgs messages,
each with at most count bytes of file data (and
the ODATA bit set). A zero value for nmsgs
means that the server may generate any number of replies, as many as needed to retrieve the
entire file. Data retrieved starts at offset in the
file.

qid contains a unique number for each file, and a version number that increases for each update to the file.
In this case, the qid reported corresponds to the file
after the Tput has been processed.
With this transaction, a client may create, write,
and adjust permissions (or other metadata) with a
single RPC. As an example, suppose a Tput with the
following fields:
path: "/a/afile"
fd : NOFD
mode: OCREATE |ODATA|OSTAT
stat : "(nemo,nemo,0664,...)"
offset : 0
count : 5
data: "hello"
This transaction creates /a/file in the server, sets
the ownership in its directory entry to user nemo,
group nemo and use permissions 0664, and finally
writes 5 bytes from offset 0. If the file already exists, it is truncated (because of OCREATE), otherwise
it is created by the RPC.
The Tput transaction permits the creation of directories and modification of the respective metadata as
well. For the protocol, directories are files that contain directory entries, in the format of a stat field.
To create a directory, the stat field must be marked4 .
In this case, ODATA is not allowed. Metadata can
be set as for files.

5.3

The reply (each one) to a Tget includes the number
of bytes retrieved, reported in count, and the actual
data. All replies include the count field, although
it might be zero for requests with just the OSTAT
set in their mode field. The end-of-file indication
is explicitly signaled by a reply that does not have
the OMORE bit set. This permits devices to reply
with zero byte messages while still having this bit set,
to avoid signaling an end-of-file, which can be useful
when accessing special devices.
For example, a single RPC is needed to obtain both
file metadata and all data, assuming the file is up to
MAXDATA bytes long. These are its fields:
path: "/a/file"
fd : NOFD
mode: ODATA|OSTAT
nmsgs: 1
offset : 0
count : MAXDATA
The corresponding Rget response may have these
fields:
fd : NOFD
mode: ODATA|OSTAT
stat : "(nemo,nemo,0664,...)"
count : 5
data: "hello"
A single get request may grant the server the right
to send multiple replies, to let it stream data to the
client (the transport protocol is assumed to deal with
congestion and flow control). The series of replies for
a single Tget request completes when one of the following conditions hold, whichever one happens first:
(i) there is no more data in the file past the offset
used; (ii) an error happens; (iii) the maximum number, nmsgs, of replies have been sent. The descriptor
is implicitly deallocated by the server in the first two
cases.

The Get Transaction

The Tget message asks the server to retrieve data
(file data or directory contents) or metadata for the
file (directory) identified by either fd or path.
The mode field in the request, like before, has some
bits (besides the OMORE bit) that can be set independently:
• OSTAT : This bit asks the server to respond with
a message including the directory entry for the
file, in the stat field (it would have the OSTAT
bit set as well). When OSTAT is not set, the
stat field is not sent through the communications
link.
4 DMDIR bit set in the mode field used to carry file permissions

9

Figure 3: Multiple replies for a single request.
For requests targeted at directory files, nmsgs is
always considered to be zero (no matter its actual
value). As a consequence, when reading a directory
its entire contents are sent back to the client, irrespective of the number of replies needed to do that
(each reply contains an integral number of directory
entries), which simplifies the atomic reading of directories by the server. The key assumption here is that
directories are not very large.

6

Data I/O and Latency

For small files, a single transaction suffices to
read/write the entire file, as already illustrated.
For large files, multiple communication rounds are
needed. However, the latency experienced by the
client (and ultimately the user) can be greatly reduced, both for reading and writing.
Reading a large file can be achieved efficiently
if the client lets the server send multiple replies
for a single request. Figure 3 shows an example.
The client obtains the metadata and all the contents of a file named /a/file with length equal to
4 ∗ M AXDAT A + 33 bytes.
This scheme saves latency because after the request, the client may receive data continuously, without having to issue any additional request. The total
delay experienced by the client is close to what would
be needed for a single RPC. Moreover, because the
server is actually sending multiple reply messages,
instead of a single huge one, the same (shared) communication channel may still be used to multiplex
replies for other requests issued by different clients,
while a long transfer is in progress.
The protocol can tolerate large latencies also for

Figure 4: The client sends all requests without waiting for responses.
writing data to the server. In this case, the client
may simply issue all requests, one after the other,
and then wait to receive the corresponding replies.
Figure 4 shows an example in which the client
writes 4 ∗ M AXDAT A + 33 bytes from offset 0 to the
file /a/file. Again, latency corresponds to that of
a single RPC. Note that the requests did not request
the allocation of a descriptor, because the client did
not want to wait for the server to reply before sending
the subsequent requests. Of course, the server might
have responded with an error reply to any (or to all)
the requests sent. Error reporting is important for
writes that correspond to device control operations,
but this is discussed later.
Note that the approach for dealing with latency
is not the same for both writing and reading. This
asymmetry arises because, when writing, the client
usually knows in advance how much data it wants
to send. It can therefore simply go ahead and issue
all requests, without waiting for a reply (of course,
it has to process the replies as they arrive). On the
contrary, when reading, the client has no idea about
how much data is actually available, at least not before the first Rget has been received, so it cannot a
priori issue multiple Tget requests. Also note that device files usually report a length of zero, so that this
information would not be available at all. This problem is nicely solved by letting a client give ”credit” to
a server for sending up to nmsgs replies, permitting
it to start sending replies, one after another, without
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Figure 5: Components for bridging Styx: ofs and
oxport.
having to wait for further requests. Streaming devices are a particularly interesting case which is trivially supported by leaving the number of replies open;
the client can always abort the request by sending a
flush request in an asynchronous fashion.

7

Bridging Styx: Ofs and Oxport

The only two programs currently speaking Op in
our system are a server, called Oxport, and a client,
called Ofs. These are used to bridge different islands
of Styx speakers (with good internal connectivity)
across bad-latency links, in a transparent way. Oxport exports the files it sees (i.e., its name-space) to
Op clients (instances of Ofs). In turn, Ofs implements an Op client that imports a file tree from an
Op server (an instance of Oxport ) and makes it accessible to native clients via the standard Styx file
protocol, as a Styx server.
Ofs is implemented in Limbo in 2894 lines of code.
Oxport is implemented in 533 lines of code. The difference in complexity is due to the fact that Ofs is
also a Styx server (besides being an Op client), and
because Ofs includes the code to maintain a full disk
cache in the client. Both programs use a small library
that provides some support in the implementation of
Op servers/clients, which accounts for (additional)
1003 lines in Limbo.
The system’s scheme is depicted in figure 5. File
servers that provide system services speak Styx.
They are mounted in the name-space of an Oxport

process, and are exported via Op to a remote machine. This means that all devices think that everyone is speaking Styx. In the same way, application
programs use file system calls (operations) to access
files, and Inferno behaves as a Styx client on their
behalf. Again, applications think that everyone is
speaking Styx. However, part (or all) of the file tree
seen by a particular application might come from a
Ofs process, i.e., ultimately from a remote Oxport
server.
The current implementation of Oxport and Ofs is
not tuned for performance, and is not employing optimizations reported in the literature. For example,
we are not (de)compressing data for delivery (which
would probably increase latency anyway), and we
are not caching raw transmitted data to compress
the transmission by sending handles to data already
transmitted. All this would improve the effective
bandwidth available rather than the perceived latency. File systems addressing bandwidth problems,
like LBFS [14], are excellent examples of the techniques mentioned.

7.1

Styx-Op
herency

Translation

and

Co-

In general, the idea is to translate a series of Styxbased RPCs like
[resolve a path and retreive metadata]
T walk/Rwalk
T stat/Rstat
T clunk/Rclunk
or, for example,
[resolve a path and read the file]
T walk/Rwalk
T open/Ropen
T read/Rread
T read/Rread
T clunk/Rclunk
as issued from Styx clients (e.g., the Inferno system
kernel), to a single Tget RPC between Ofs (acting as
a Styx server and Op client) and Oxport (acting as
an Op server and possibly Styx client).
Along the same line, a series of
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[resolve a path, create a file, and write it]
T walk/Rerror
T walk/Rwalk
T create/Rcreate
T write/Rwrite
T write/Rwrite
T clunk/Rclunk

• Styx Topen requests are served locally, and not
seen by the server. Permission checking is done
by Op (Styx-to-Op client program), to try to
report access errors before further put or get requests.
• Styx Twrite requests are always sent to the
server, as Tput requests. In general, it is necessary to deliver write requests to the server synchronously (ie., before responding to the client)
to notify the client program of any error related
to the write, but this is not always the case in
our implementation (as discussed below).

would be ideally translated to a single Tput RPC
between Ofs and Oxport.
After some contortions, our current translation
from Styx (as a server speaking to the Styx client)
to Op (as a client for a remote Op server) behaves as
follows:

• Styx Tcreate requests are handled locally, awaiting for a subsequent write request. For created
files, the Tput request sent upon a write creates
the file, if necessary.

• Each Styx Twalk request leads to a Tget request
to obtain file metadata (plus at most the initial
MAXDATA bytes from it). This information is
cached.
• Styx Tstat requests are served from the cached
(meta)data if issued shortly after the metadata
was retrieved. This introduces a coherency window in our deployment of the protocol in Inferno.
This also implies that a Styx Tattach request requires a Tget to the server (because it would only
require a stat on the file).
• A Styx Tstat request for a directory, besides
fetching its metadata, also results in fetching its
contents, via a suitable Tget request towards the
Op server. It is assumed that the server reads
the directory atomically, sending back to the Op
client as many replies as needed to report its
entire contents. Directory contents are cached
along with the metadata retrieved.
• Styx Tread requests are served from the cached
data, when available. When reads are made for
data beyond an initial cached prefix for the file,
we employ further Tget requests to gather more
data (but do not cache it).5
5 In our implementation, when the on-disk cache is enabled,
this data is cached as well, but we are not considering on-disk
caching on this paper. The difference in performance gained
by enabling the disk cache on the client is not noticeable for
small files.

• Styx Twstat requests are also deferred until a
further write pushes changes to the server.
• Styx Tclunk requests push any change made locally (creation and/or metadata) to the server
using a Tput request. Although we try to make
this never happen.
Deferring file creation until the first write means
that it could fail, but the client program would not
notice that until the write happens; notably, the
client may never issue a write. As a precaution, we
do check out permissions and other erroneous conditions (in the Op client) to catch obvious error cases
locally. Of course, this is not a real fix for the problem, but this is the price for combining a create and
a write into a single Tput request.
A further optimization is that Styx Twrite requests, which (i) are not at offset zero, and (ii) correspond to a full Styx Twrite data packet, are sent
(as usual) using synchronous Tput requests, but the
corresponding Styx Rwrite reply is sent to the Styx
client without waiting for the respective Rput reply
from the Op server. The net effect of this optimization is that errors, if any, are communicated back to
the Styx client in a synchronous fashion only for the
first and last writes (unless the last write happens to
be a full one). Errors caused by intermediate writes
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are detected asynchronously, and are passed on to
the Styx client as a result of the next write operation issued by it. Note that control operations (for
device control files) sent in Styx Twrite requests do
not usually fill an entire data packet, thus will result
to an immediate communication of an error back to
the client. For normal files, the only error that might
happen given these rules corresponds to full disks,
and that would be detected in the last packet (also by
other programs sharing the remote disk). In general,
we assume that we will never see such an intermediate
write failing without this error being detected in the
last write, and have placed a diagnostic message in
our implementation to notice if that is the case (never
seen after months using the protocol daily). In any
case, this is the price for delaying some writes.
At some point, we considered having two different modes of operation, write-through and delayedwrite, triggered by a command line option. The former could be used to import devices, and the later
could be used to import conventional files (stored on
disk). However, employing both options at the same
time for the same server did not seem a clean thing
to do. In the end, we decided to try to employ a
single coherency model that works acceptably for all
the cases, even if it requires more RPCs than strictly
necessary.
Regarding reads, note that getting the metadata
of a directory has the side-effect of retrieving its entire contents. This is a good thing for bad latency
links, because the RPC used to check out the directory is also enough to update the client’s view for
it. Combined with the next optimization, this has a
tremendous impact on latency.
In many cases, a single system call in Inferno leads
to several different Styx dialogs (perhaps even using different fids) similar to the ones shown earlier.
For example, trying to create a file named /a/b/c
would walk to /a/b, then try to stat c, and then
create (or open with truncation) it. Because of the
rule that each Styx Twalk request checks out with
the server the validity of the cached file information,
this means that a single create may lead to multiple
Op requests. Our implementation of Ofs accepts a
parameter defining a coherency window, in milliseconds. If cached file information is within that win-

dow, no new Tget request is issued to validate (or
invalidate) the cached entry. Although this does increase the window of opportunity for races, it does
not introduce new race conditions on its own. Indeed,
a client does not know if after a Tget request (but
before the next one) the involved file has changed.
Such higher-level consistency guarantees have to be
provided by employing appropriate application-level
protocols anyway.
One surprise for us was that there are many Styx
RPCs issued just to discover that a file does not exist.
When the file exists, it is promptly used. Else, this
fact is checked several times further, e.g., during the
implementation of the create system call. Exploiting
the coherency window so that a file that has been recently checked for existence within a given timeframe
is considered as not-yet existing, further reduced the
RPCs issues between Ofs and Oxport.

7.2

File Descriptors

It is important to note that Op file descriptors are
not the same as Styx fids. The former are allocated
by the Op server whereas the latter are allocated by
the Styx client. Of course, when an Op server merely
re-exports a conventional file system to an Op client,
it may decide to map the same Op file descriptor
numbers to the same file handles. But this is left open
for the server to decide, i.e., the Op specification does
not provide any defined semantics.
The current implementation of Ofs tries to map all
client processes reading the same file to the same Op
file descriptor, if available. This is also done for all
clients that write the same file. Notably, a file being
used both to read and to write would result in using two different Op file descriptors, because, at the
level of the Op protocol, a file is either being updated
or retrieved. The benefit of this implementation policy is that Oxport most likely ends up allocating a
single file handle for servicing all Styx clients that
access the same file using the same mode, read or
write, respectively. Moreover, it becomes possible for
Ofs to achieve an efficient sharing of the cached file
metadata and prefix for all such clients, which further reduces the number of RPCs performed over the
network towards Oxport.
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What we miss out with this approach is the ability
to distinguish between different client processes using
the same descriptor. One consequence is that Oxport
cannot detect whether a particular Styx client has
closed the file. The reason is that Ofs would release
the Op file descriptor when one Styx client clunks
(releases) a valid corresponding fid. Further requests
for the same file would reopen the Op descriptor if
needed. This is so to signal that one request of completed, to the the device collect and process it. Another problem is that we lose the ability to properly
support clone files. This would require Ofs to request a new file descriptor for each different client
request, and Oxport to actually map each different
file descriptor to a different file handle. Instead, as
a compromise, we decided to replace clone devices
by letting resource allocation be explicitly performed
via file creation. This also makes the interface more
amenable from the shell. To avoid name collisions
between concurrently executing clients, one may randomize the file names being proposed, which is easy
to do. For example, a process creating a file that
represents a new resource in a device (previously implemented by opening a clone-file) may use its process
id or a random number as part of the (nice) file name.
Styx file servers must behave correctly regarding
directory updates. Because a client might be reading a directory while another program might be creating/removing files on it. Servers take a snapshot
of directory contents and then serve portions of the
snapshot in further directory reads. The snapshot is
discarded when the client is done with the fid. In our
case, reading directories in a consistent, atomic way
is achieved by making it mandatory for directory contents to be sent entirely in a series of Op reply messages to the client. The server discards the directory
snapshot after sending the last reply message.

7.3

File Names and Surprises

In Op, we decided to always use absolute paths. For
all requests. This avoids the problems of using relative paths (and having to clean them up) in the
servers. Moreover, this has an extra benefit. The
directory entry for a file (ie., the stat field in Op
messages) contains the file name in Inferno. How-

ever, the name may differ from the one known by
the client. That is because of the client’s mount table. For example, the name reported by Plan 9’s
Fossil [18] for the root directory is active, although
such file is known to clients as /. To avoid confusion,
our Op server always uses the file name found in the
request (without the previous path elements) to fill
up the file name field in replies to the client. Thus,
Op clients can forget about this particular problem.

8

Mistakes and Optimizations

The protocol is young, but it has evolved quickly as a
result of the mistakes we made and as a consequence
of using it “on production”, for daily work, from the
first day we had a prototype running.
Initially, the protocol did not have file descriptors.
We thought that devices could collect resources after
some time of client inactivity (similar to using leases).
This does not work for files where read requests block
potentially for long times as a mean to deliver future
events to the client. These kind of files are common
in Plan 9 and Inferno, e.g. mouse and keyboard device drivers. A file system that provides applications
with event channels is another example. Even without considering streaming (blocking) files, the scheme
did not work well, because devices need to know when
a request made of multiple writes is complete. The
alternative was for the device to check out the data
for validity, to try to determine by itself when a request was completed. This placed unnecessary load
on the device servers.
Another mistake was that, initially, the length of
the coherency window was fixed. By allowing this
to be set when an Ofs client is launched, we can establish Op links with almost a negligible (or null)
window for devices that we know that change fast,
but also permit more lag for remote file trees that
do not feature any (such) devices. This flexibility is
important, and can be even automated by extending
the protocol to let file servers report the suggested
coherency policy to the client during the attachment
phase.
Not permitting a potentially infinite number of
replies for get requests made the client unable to ask
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a server for a continuous stream of replies. Having
a flush request, and flow control in the transport,
makes such stream a desirable property. We introduced the nmsgs parameter in get requests to address
this issue. A related mistake was that nmsgs was not
implied as unlimited (zero) for directories. Thus, our
client had to do an initial get just to discover that
it is accessing a directory, and then read it all. This
significantly hurt performance for bad latency.
On the early stages of design and experimentation
we considered accessing big files. However, in this
case the problem is bandwidth and there is not much
that we can do (besides applying techniques found
in the literature like those of LBFS [14]). For interactive usage of the system, most of the files we use
for our daily work are not larger than 1 Mbyte. So
we optimized the protocol for small files. It was a
serious mistake not considering the file size distribution (shown later) before deciding how to design the
protocol.
Although we thought we were going to need bandwidth optimization techniques soon, that has not
been the case. Using remote machines just as terminals means that most of the computations and file
accesses are performed within a single (remote) computer, similar to what happens when using the Web.
It is the access latency for small files what matters
(at least according to our experience).
Many device files seem to have zero-length. In this
special case, we do not even cache a prefix for such
files, and we ignore the length reported by the file
metadata. Any other option can lead to a wrong
behavior, e.g., failing to provide up-to-date status information, or reporting an end-of-file for an (endless)
stream.
Clone files for devices mean problems for protocols,
unless they have fids. But fids mean that multiple
clients cannot share data known by the client without
asking the server. After trying both with and without
fids, in the end we compromised by introducing file
descriptors in the protocol as described before.
We have implemented a version of the Ofs program
that exploits on-disk cache (on the client machine).
This is uninteresting otherwise, but one mistake we
made in this respect was not placing a limit on the
amount of data cached per file. There are files that

behave as streams, and which can easily flood the
client’s cache. Consider files used to access the network, for example. The zero-length hint described
above is likely to catch this case, but a limit must be
placed for the cases when it does not.

9

Alternatives Discarded

Before building Op, we considered several alternatives, which are briefly discussed here.
Our first thought was to add a put and get operation to Styx. An equivalent (more clean) approach
was to accept that a client could send multiple Tmessages with the same tag to the server. The servers
(aware of this protocol change) would perform each
one in turn, and abort the entire sequence upon errors.
The problem with this approach is to answer the
question: How do we know which requests correspond
to a full get or put operation? Knowing that requires
two new system calls, to let the application specify
that an entire file is being put or get. Otherwise, a
caching model similar to that described here must be
employed. Such a change would also have been quite
complex. For one thing, the mount table in Inferno
(and Plan 9) requires to walk a file before deciding
if there is anything mounted on each level. Thus,
despite a new get or put operation, multiple RPCs
would be needed. Changing the mount table with a
prefix table [23] would fix this problem. But that is a
severe change to the system, similar to our previous
editions of Plan B [3].
On the contrary, our approach permits all programs and protocols to run unchanged, while making
it possible to install bridges between Styx islands, via
Ofs and Oxport using Op. Once this bridges are in
place, it is simpler to create a newer simpler protocol than to be backwards compatible with Styx. Although not strictly related to the protocol, we considered initially to run different instances of Oxport
and Ofs for each different device exported from a
terminal to the central PC. However, using a single
connection permits TCP to adapt nicely to the available bandwidth, without bothering other users of the
network, and it is cheaper in any case. Thus, we can
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mount a single Op server for each machine we talk to,
and different subtrees from that machine are rebound
(linked) later as desired.
Another idea, motivated by file systems like
Coda [20], was to employ session semantics. In other
words, to pull entire files from the server at open and
push any changes back to the server at close.
But there are several problems with this regarding
how to do it for Styx and Inferno. To begin with, a file
(or some information about it) might be needed before trying to open it. For example, during file name
resolution, a Styx Twalk request needs to know if the
named file exists, in which case it also needs to obtain
a qid for it. Furthermore, there is no close system
call in Inferno. A file descriptor is closed when no
reference points to it. The Inferno garbage collector
is used to detect that fact. Although we could still
push changes upon a Tclunk request (at garbage collection time), there would be no way to report errors
back to the application that updated the file. Last
but not least, session semantics are quite inappropriate for device files.

10

Evaluation

In this section we give some indicative performance
results. All experiments were done at the application level, using conventional file operations and
commands. Comparison is between a normal Inferno
setup using Styx and a customized setup using Ofs
and Oxport via Op.
We use three different workloads: compiling the
code of our prototype, cleaning up the distribution,
and listing directories. These are quite representative
of an interactive usage of the system, which is the
problem we are addressing. In the first case, many
files are being read (module interfaces, libraries, and
some binaries), and some files written (and created).
In the second case, directory reads and file remove
operations dominate. In the last case, most of the
operations are reading file metadata. In all cases,
we used real Inferno commands and the time Inferno
tool to measure the time required (by averaging multiple measures). All measures (unless said otherwise)
were taken using an Inferno system hosted on Mac

Figure 6: File size distribution in the Inferno OS.
OS X 10.4, using a 2.3GHz Intel Core2 Duo machine.
The network connection was either the loopback IP
interface or a 1Mbyte ADSL line.
Overall, using Op starts paying off when the round
trip time (RTT) is above 1ms. For more realistic
latencies (for ADSL lines) of 30ms or 50ms of RTT,
using Op makes the difference between being able to
(interactively) use a remote file server or not. We also
tried most of the experiments described here with an
on-disk cache on the client machine. The effect was
not noticeable and we omit the results. This is a
result of caching a small prefix of each file as a result
of the data retrieved by Tget requests, and also of
the small file sizes employed by Inferno.
The file size distribution of a complete Inferno (including documents, binaries and sources) is shown in
figure 6. Most files are small, although there are a
few larger files (up to several megabytes). We expected this, but it was a surprise how small the files
required for using Inferno are. Systems using byte
code binaries like Inferno tend to exhibit smaller files
than systems using actual binaries.
As a concrete example, reading all the source
and manual files (one file at a time) of our system
(400Kbytes) using Op required 63.73 seconds across a
real ADSL line with 52ms of RTT according to ICMP.
Using Styx required 86.06s. In this case, Ofs was configured to maintain strict coherency, by checking out
with the server for each Styx Twalk request. That
is, the coherency window was set to zero. This is a
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Styx Request
walk
open
create
read
write
clunk
stat
remove
wstat
total

Styx #RPCs
102
34
8
52
32
66
0
0
0
296

Op Request
get
put
remove
total

Op #RPCs
134
32
0
166

Table 1: Number of RPCs needed to clean up and recompile our source.

worst case for our prototype, because multiple different files (each requiring at least one RPC) are being
retrieved and also because Ofs is not exploiting data
already known.
The total number of requests issued via Styx and
Op (with null coherency window), respectively, is
given in table 1 for the session below:
% o/ofs
-v -m /n/pc tcp!127.0.0.1!16699
% cd /n/pc/usr/octopus/port/ofs
% mk clean
rm -f *.dis *.sbl
% mk
limbo -I/n/pc/usr/octopus/port/module -gw
limbo -I/n/pc/usr/octopus/port/module -gw
limbo -I/n/pc/usr/octopus/port/module -gw
limbo -I/n/pc/usr/octopus/port/module -gw
% cd
% unmount /n/pc

ofs.b
ofsstyx.b
stop.b
mcache.b

Figure 7: Number of RPCs required for Op with different coherency windows.

Table 2 shows the effect of the (more realistic) usage of Ofs with a coherency window of 1s and 2s.
This execution was performed on a real ADSL line
while the RTT was 85ms. Table 3 shows the reported
bit rate achieved for data read by the protocol, and
data written by the protocol, for the same setting,
according to the Iostats tool of Inferno. In this case,
Op data is for a coherency window of 1s. Note that
transfer rates are computed by Iostats as seen by
the client machine (by considering how much data
is sent/received and how much time was required
for the Styx RPCs to complete). The importance
of these measures is in that they correspond to a real
scenario, not to microbenchmarks.

In what follows, we describe some microbenchmarks to show how the protocol and our prototype
implementation behaves as a function of the RTT
and the coherency window chosen. In all the cases,
the measures correspond to listing a directory, and
then cleaning up and compiling the entire source code
of our system. This is similar to the session shown
above, which nicely represents an interactive use of
the system (which is what we built Op for).
To perform these experiments in a controlled way,
Ofs and Oxport where speaking Op through the loopback IP interface, using TCP. The latency of the com-
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Protocol
Styx
Op (1s)
Op (2s)

lc
2.314
0.76
0.142

mk clean
30.6
2.93
2.58

mk
87.5
34.02
30.37

Table 2: Times (s) for lc, cleaning up, and compiling (85ms RTT).
Protocol
Styx
Styx
Op (1s)
Op (1s)

Direction
read
write
read
write

lc
97633.19
na
4353804.98
na

mk clean
8677.66
2928.37
50380.33
2747.05

mk
104143.81
5933.42
1163658.94
16228.07

Table 3: Transfer rate (Kb/s) for listing the directory entries, cleaning up, and compiling our system (85ms
RTT).

munication link was regulated by introducing an extra delay in Oxport. Since Oxport attends different
requests using different processes, bandwidth is not
affected, just latency. The added delay affects the
RTT, as witnessed by Ofs. The setting used to regulate the latency for Styx was via a pipe, not a network
interface. Thus, the presented measures favor Styx,
because the pipe works better and has less overhead
than a TCP connection via loopback. The standard
Inferno program Memfs was instrumented to introduce delays for different requests in the same way
described for Ofs.
Figure 7 depicts the effect of the coherency window in the number of RPCs required for Op for an
RTT delay of (almost) zero, 50ms and 100ms. The
(fixed) number of RPCs required in Styx is shown as
a reference. Figure 8 and figure 9 show the time in
seconds (for the same experiment) required for running the mk clean and mk commands, respectively.
Again, this is shown for different coherency windows
and RTT delays.
The next two figures, 10 and 11, show the same
results as figures 8 and 9. but also compare to the
corresponding values obtained for Styx. It can be
seen how even with a null coherency window, avoiding unnecessary RPCs represents the difference between having a system that could be used remotely

Figure 8: Time for executing mk clean with different
coherency windows.
and having one that cannot. Figures 10 and 11 imply
that Op is doing a reasonable job trying to avoid extra RPCs, even for relatively small coherency window
values.
Figures 12 and 13 report the times for Styx and
Op with a coherency window of 2s, needed to run mk
clean and mk, respectively, as a function of the RTT,
starting from (almost) zero up to 50ms. It it clear
that it already pays off to use Op for RTT times above
1ms. For smaller latencies, the overhead introduced
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Figure 9: Time for executing mk with different co- Figure 11: Compared time for executing mk with difherency windows.
ferent coherency windows and latencies.

Figure 10: Compared time for executing mk clean Figure 12: Compared time (Styx and Op) for executing mk clean with different RTTs.
with different coherency windows and latencies.
by Ofs and Oxport becomes quite dominant, making
Styx the best choice. The extra RPCs generated by
both the Inferno system and the user programs to
check if there are files that could be removed means
that the effect of Op is even more noticeable when
cleaning up than expected.
Because Styx might not be widely known, figures
14, 15, and 16 compare Op to both CIFS and NFS
version 3. Experiments were performed using an Inferno hosted on a FreeBSD 6.2 system running on a
Pentium 4 machine at 3.2 GHz with 1 GB of memory. The client and the server ran in the same com-

puter and used the loopback interface to communicate. Latency was adjusted by FreeBSD’s Dummynet [19]. No bandwidth limitation was set for
the experiments. Figures present the average time
required (in the same platform) to execute lc, mk
clean , and mk in a setting similar to the one used
for the measures above. The version of CIFS was
Samba 3.0. The NFS version 3 implementation was
that supplied with FreeBSD version 6.2. They were
tested with the default configuration. NFS was tested
over TCP, to be fair. Note that these measures should
not be compared to the ones shown previously (for
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Figure 13: Compared time (Styx and Op) for executFigure 15: Compared time for Op, Styx, CIFS, and
ing mk with different RTTs.
NFS (v3), for executing mk clean.

Figure 16: Compared time for Op, Styx, CIFS, and
Figure 14: Compared time for Op, Styx, CIFS, and NFS (v3), for executing mk.
NFS (v3), for executing lc.
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the comparison of Op vs Styx), because the experiment was different as a result of trying to measure all
of Op, CIFS, and NFS using the same platform. In
particular the loopback interface used for these experiments is a lot faster than the MacOS loopback
interface, used for the previous experiments (to compare loopback measures and a real ADSL link while
keeping the underlying platform unchanged).

Related Work

Only the most significant related work is mentioned
here, other systems fall in one of the following cases
regarding differences to Op and its implementation
for Inferno.
SGS [5] modified the Styx protocol [6] to send concurrent RPCs for reading the different chunks of a file
in parallel, without waiting for the corresponding responses. This approach, called accelerated Styx, only
works for seekable files [6]. Most synthetic files are
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not seekable. Moreover, the client depends on the
metadata (length) of the target file, which cannot be
trusted in many synthetic files (e.g. some synthetic
files have zero-length). Last, these protocol modifications may lead to changes in existing applications,
as explained in section 3.
Chirp [22], a file system protocol designed to improve performance when accessing small files in grids,
is similar to Op in that it uses RPCs with multiple responses to read and write files. Notice that Chirp [22]
is coeval with Op [2]. Chirp [22] adds new system
calls to the UNIX file API. Therefore, legacy applications are not able to read small files efficiently; only
tailored tools are provided with the new operations.
This implies that all the commands and basic tools of
the system have to be modified to take advantage of
the new RPCs. Chirp authors argue that it is difficult
to match their protocol to the interfaces expected by
existing programs. Op bridges Styx transparently,
and the Inferno OS API remains unaltered.
LBFS is a distributed file system designed for low
bandwidth [14]. It also focuses on interactive usage,
but its techniques are complementary to our work.
LBFS is trying to solve the same problem (serving
files) but on a different environment than Op, a bandwidth limited environment. Op tries to serve files on
a latency limited environment. In LBFS the client
caches chunks indexed by their SHA1, that alone
means that LBFS cannot be used for synthesized files
used by devices. Also, to read a file not in the cache,
it requires at least two RPCs (twice the RTT for Op).
In general, its design prefers to issue more RPCs to
avoid sending data, and in our design, we prefer sending data instead of requiring more RPCs for the same
operation.
NFS version 4 [21] coalesces operations (by batching them) so that in many cases only an RPC is
needed. However, it has not been designed for interactively using remote devices and is much more
complex than our protocol. Also, as we have seen in
Inferno, real usage of the protocol would mean that
the (client) system would not know what to batch
(besides batching for each system call). That would
mean issuing multiple RPCs in practice. On the contrary, Op tries to compromise to work well for devices
while still using a coherency window to be able to is-

sue fewer RPCs.
Coda [20] is a distributed file system that supports
disconnected operation by exploiting the client cache
and allowing updates while disconnected. Coda and
related systems, like Ocean Store [9], focus on mobility rather than on permitting interactive usage of a
remote system with bad latency conditions and cannot be used to access remote devices. In general, systems that systematically defer or delay writes cannot
be used to access remote devices, because of (lack of)
error reporting. This includes systems using session
semantics (like Coda).
WebDAV [24] aims at making the Web a large scale
distributed file system, but it focuses on collaborative
editing of web pages and it is not appropriate to replace a distributed file system. For example, it does
not consider file protection nor does it include a standard directory entry (metadata) for files.
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Conclusions

This paper presents a new file system protocol, Op,
designed to access common files and synthetic files
(i.e. devices) over high latency links. We use Op
to transparently bridge Styx, the Inferno OS protocol, which is currently used by diverse distributed
systems, from grid middleware for scientific computation to ubiquitous computing systems.
The paper provides (i) the design of the new protocol, (ii) a scheme to integrate the new protocol
within the Inferno OS avoiding modifications to existing applications, (iii) details of the current implementation, (iv) several general guidelines to improve performance when using high latency connections, (v)
the lessons we learned while implementing the protocol, and (vi) a quantitative evaluation of the protocol
and a comparative evaluation of Op, Styx, and two
mainstream file system protocols.
Op has been in production for more than four
years. The authors have been using it to access their
primary file server on a daily basis for all this period
of time. It proved successful for high-latency connections, such as ADSL, Cable-Modem, 3G links, and
overseas connections. It has been tested from remote
locations, such as USA, EU, and Australia.
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Ofs and oxport are free software. The source
code and all the documentation can be found at
http://lsub.org/ls/octopus.html.
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